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"IF YOU WANT TO GO
FAST, GO ALONE; IF YOU
WANT TO GO FAR, GO
TOGETHER."
Proverb



We have a lean structure and team, which forces us to work smart

TRAINING
Our people are everything.
We take care of them and

mentor and guide them
along every step.

TOOLS
We acquired the right tools

for the job, that are most
suited to our needs, and can
help lighten the load. Build

what you can't buy.



TRAINING
Practice till you get it right, or practice until you
can't get it wrong

Content and Content Strategy
SEO
Social Media
Video
Data and Analytics

We continue to carry out training and mentorship on:



TOOLS
Don't bring a knife to a gunfight

Integrated CMS
Social Media 
Video
Meta and Navigational tagging
Data Dashboard

We acquired and developed the right tools to carry us on this
journey:









So, how do we
Win?

Simple and important rules to remember



RELENTLESS FOCUS
ON DATA
Tracking and measurement is everything

Regular scrums and meetings
Open access to data, data tools and reports
Mild competitive nudging
Data involved in all decision-making



SINGLE-MINDED
CONTENT FOCUS
Temet nosce

Clear identity through content will attract your
desired audience
Originality
Media-rich
Spark conversation



Three Guides
Aim to achieve all three through your content

Emotion - make your reader feel something
Utility - be useful, teach your reader
something
Relatability - give your reader content that
resonates with their lived experience



OUR TEAM
Key people for key funnel points

Acquisition: Social Media and SEO
Retention: UI/UX, Video/Podcast
Conversion: UI/UX, CRM



IN SUMMARY
How do you play the reader revenue game?

 Get the right tools
 Train and mentor your people
 Know who you are and who you want to attract
 Give your audience content they can't get elsewhere
 Be data driven

1.
2.
3.
4.
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